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Abstract1

Civil war exhibits complex geospatial trends over time, which may be missed by models that rely on count-based2

operationalizations. Here, the spatial and temporal correlation values of monthly civil war events are transformed into3

their influence degree symbol, which measures geospatial concentration, spread, and intensity of civil war. We then4

measure variation in these degrees over time to identify relevant spatio-temporal civil war aspects. The network model5

is constructed using 0.5 degree grid locations as nodes, counting nearby and over time connections. We then extract the6

temporal community structure behind the data. We use ground truth data to visualize how our measures correlate with7

observed patterns, thereby illustrating our method provides accurate depictions of geospatial civil war dynamics. We8

also evaluate the impact of several indicators highlighted by past research and our community-based spatio-temporal9

measures and comparing it to the preprocessed count indicator. Our findings indicate that the relationship between10

state capacity and climate stress show opposite correlations with civil war as those identified by studies that use count11

based indicators. Counterintuitively, our results show that conflict intensifies and spreads in locations where the state12

is stronger and where climate conditions are improved.13
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I. INTRODUCTION18

The growing availability of fine-grained data is transforming the social science [1]. The complexity and size of19

such datasets privileged state-of-the-art unsupervised approaches that could identify and predict patterns across a20

variety of social and behavioral domains [2, 3]. A particular and growing impact is that of network analysis, which21

– by allowing researchers to explores links across individuals, groups, societies, and states – is especially useful22

for social science research [1, 4].23

One area that still lags with respect to the application of network based models is civil war analysis. Detailed24

conflict data are now widely available [e.g., 5, 6], with vast implications for the way scholars study civil war.1 Yet,25

researchers did relatively little in terms of leveraging this information to develop and deploy effective operational-26

ization and measurement approaches. Rarely pre-processing these data, scholars often use one of two empirical27

approaches. The first is to rely on the number of casualties to define or, more often, dichotomize a measure of28

civil war, for instance by defining a civil war as an armed conflict with at least 25 combatant casualties [7], where29

intensity is defined by the number of deaths. Another approach is to use the number of armed conflict incidents30

where, e.g., there was at least one casualty to create a count measure of civil war, where intensity is defined by31

the number of incident recorded in a given country or location [8].32

Incident counts and locations, however, reflect only one (observable) aspect of civil war. Like other social33

phenomena, civil war exhibits complex trends over space and time, which count and location of the actual events34

cannot effectively measure [see, e.g., 9]. Some geographic locations may have particularly high strategic importance,35

yet involve relatively low levels of combatant casualties (government and rebel strongholds, hard-to-reach areas,36

etc.). Moreover, civil war can be reflected in ways other than the number of attacks or deaths, such as the spatio-37

temporal clustering of violence in some regions.38

A key aspect of such civil war dimensions is that they are implicit – aspects like strategic calculations, troop39

movements, and general importance of a given location cannot be directly observed in the casualty or event data.40

Identifying and measuring these dimensions can have important implications for our ability to better explain the41

causes of civil war and improve our ability to predict civil war, locally and globally. For example, recent studies have42

explored how complex phenomena such as environmental stressors [e.g., 10], the distribution of state power and43

infrastructure [e.g., 11], and migration patterns [e.g., 12], impact conflict, and applied machine-learning techniques44

to create effective forecasting models and identify perpetrators of violence [13, 14]. The inherent complexity of the45

underlying causal mechanisms in these cases suggests that a better understanding of their role will be achieved if46

more attention is given to the complexity of civil war itself and its underlying spatio-temporal dynamics that may47

not be directly inferred from the data.48

Finding clusters in the data is no trivial task. Supervised methods such as k-means account for the density49

or distribution of points in the feature space, but they necessitate pre-defining parameters like the number of50

desired clusters or centroids as inputs. As several mechanisms could impact conflict clustering, this approach is51

problematic for modeling civil war. On the other hand, methods such as the Leiden algorithm are designed for52

1We often use the terms “conflict” and “civil war” interchangeably throughout this study.
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finding communities (or clusters) in a network without the need to pre-define features such as the number of53

clusters. These methods use the topology structure of the network to optimally infer the community structure54

behind the data. [15] discuss some of the advantages of using networks to identify underlying spatio-temporal55

clusters, comparing DBSCAN with a network-based community detection approach.56

Similarly, we propose to quantify implicit dimensions of civil war using a community-based dynamic (temporal)57

network representation (CoDNet). Our approach allows for a network-based modeling of the geospatial aspects of58

a particular phenomenon of interest over time and is hence ideal for identifying key dynamics of armed conflict.59

Briefly, using CoDNet we are able to identify longitudinal-geopolitical civil war “communities,” i.e., clusters of civil60

war events that are directly related over space and time, and highlight particular relevant geospatial dimensions of61

civil war as they are reflected in these communities. Using a dataset of location and timing information on conflict62

events, we identify and discuss the CoDNeT-based operationalization procedure behind three spatio-temporal civil63

war dimensions (for each one of these dimensions, we obtain annual quantities): (i) community average degree, or64

average intensity of civil war within a specific community over time; (ii) the number of unique nodes, or dispersion,65

which measures the number of unique cell-years nodes within a community experiencing active civil war; and (iii)66

number of unique near related civil war links, or intraconnectivity, which captures the level of connectivity across67

all unique cells within a community over time. Especially considering that network-based representation is still68

an under-analyzed problem in the extant research [16, 17], these measures provide an important extension in our69

ability to measure and understand civil war.70

To illustrate the theoretical importance of focusing on these topological network-based civil war spatio-temporal71

dimensions to our understanding of civil war and its determinants, we first validate the results based on observed72

civil war patterns in several historical and ongoing civil war cases. We systematically evaluate a series of subnational73

civil war predictors at the global level for the years 1989-2012. In the latter, we consider key indicators highlighted74

by past research on civil war, and estimate a series of statistical models corresponding to each of our implicit civil75

war operationalizations as the dependent variable, compared to the standard (count based) conflict event indicators.76

We find that several key conflict determinants change their signs and significance as we switched from testing their77

impact on an unprocessed count indicator of conflict events to examining how they shape degree variations across78

our three spatio-temporal civil war indicators. The results hence illustrate that focusing only on observed civil war79

incidents can yield divergent, potentially inaccurate inferences about civil war.80

II. WHY IMPLICIT SPATIO-TEMPORAL DIMENSIONS MATTER?81

In most civil war studies, civil war is operationalized using one of two empirical approaches. The first relies on82

the number of casualties to define or, more often, create a binary measure of civil war, for instance by dichotomizing83

civil war as an armed conflict with at least 1,000 or 25 combatant casualties [e.g., 7, 11, 18, 19]. Yet, like other84

social phenomena, civil war exhibits complex trends over space and time. Different civil war-affected areas might85

share similarities related to the underlying nature of the conflict itself, or experience spatio-temporal dependencies86

related to the spread of warfare. In particular interest to scholars, especially in recent years, is the geography87

of civil war – how and where civil war spreads, clusters, intensifies, and declines [9, 19]. Understanding these88
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patterns and their determinants will greatly improve our ability to explain and ultimately mitigate civil war risk.89

Improving our understanding of these geographical aspects begins with the availability of detailed and geolocated90

data. Unsurprisingly, then, this aim stimulated major data collections, including the Armed Conflict Location and91

Event Data (ACLED) and the Georeferenced Event Dataset (GED) [5, 6], as well as data frameworks constructions92

such as the PRIO-Grid [20] and AfroGrid [21], which provide researchers with a variety of geolocated political93

and socioeconomic indicators to explore the determinants and impacts of civil war.94

Creating detailed high-resolution data, however, is only the first step in improving our ability to understand and95

explain the geography of civil war. The next necessary phase is to improve the geographic operationalization of96

civil war and its features, using these data to identify important trends and dependencies that cannot be immediately97

recognized. While scholars have adopted new ways of modeling and incorporating geolocated event data in their98

efforts to test the determinants of civil war (right-hand side variables), improving the viability of the geography of99

civil war as the dependent variable (left-hand side) necessitates a more comprehensive way of modeling its spatial100

and temporal dynamics, and their specific properties (e.g., conflict concentration and spread within and across101

locations) therein, as scholars came to recently recognize [8, 9, 14].102

Network analysis offers important advantages in geospatially formalizating and operationalizing civil war patterns103

over time. In recent years, network-based tools have become increasingly popular in civil war research [e.g.,104

22, 23]. In particular, scholars deployed these tools to create new conceptual measures of civil war, for instance105

as a means of operationalizing adverse or friendly relationships between warring actors or evaluating whether106

deteriorating relationships between different warring actors impact dyadic relationships between other actors in the107

system [22, 24, 25]. While such conceptual network-based operationalizations yield important new insights, very108

little has been done to create network-based geospatial operationalizations of war. Geospatial networks – especially109

ones that add temporal components – can provide important new ways of operationalizing and measuring civil110

war as a dynamic process, which adds to the way civil war is understood, incorporating its geographic aspects111

more directly, in line with current research trajectories and interests. Accordingly, in this study we illustrate the112

effectiveness of using geospatial dynamic network tools to operationalize civil war and identify some of its implicit113

aspects, rather than rely on the raw (count) as the sole tool of analysis.114

III. MEASURING SPATIO-TEMPORAL CIVIL WAR DIMENSIONS USING CODNET115

A. Preprocessed data116

The civil war event data used in this study come from the Uppsala Conflict Data Program Georeferenced Event117

Data (UCDP GED) [6] dataset, which is considered one of the most comprehensive geolocated political violence118

datasets in existence. The UCDP GED codes a comprehensive set of civil war-related conflict events with at least119

one death (combatant or civilian) at the local level over the entire globe between 1989 and 2014, excluding Syria. We120

retain only information for the 1992-2012 period, due to limited temporal availability on some of our independent121

variables, explained in Section V. We focus on incidents coded as “state-based” (i.e., between a government and122

a rebel group) to ensure we only capture civil war events involving armed combatants (i.e., not violence against123

civilians) involving official state actors and anti-state groups. We also kept only incidents measured at the second124
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(district) administrative level or below to ensure geographic compatibility across our cell-based indicators [26]. A125

total of 67,798 such events were recorded during the 1992-2012 period analyzed here. To ensure effective comparison126

between our CoDNet-preprocessed indicators and the non-modified GED data, we merge all our civil war data to127

a yearly PRIO-GRID framework [20] for the entire terrestrial globe. The 0.5◦×0.5◦ PRIO-GRID corresponds to128

the lowest “grid cell” level of geographic aggregation recommended for conflict event data analyses based on129

past validation assessments [26], and in our case yields state-based event counts as well as different CoDNet based130

indicator values for each grid cell cell between 1992 and 2012. Accordingly, we estimate the effect of key predictors131

on a count indicator that simply sums up all annual conflict events, and compare these estimates to those related132

to our CoDNet based indicators.133

B. Modeling civil war geospatially using networks134

Because the event data are not directly represented as a network but rather as a collection of spatio-temporal events,135

a suitable network construction process is necessary for geospatial operationalization. Some of the benefits that136

network-based representation provide are in describing sub-manifold in dimensional space and capturing dynamic137

and topological structures – hierarchical structures (communities, motifs) and global or local patterns – regardless138

of the distribution of the underlying data [15, 27].139

Functional or correlational approaches are well-known methods used for constructing time-series networks [28–140

30]. The construction process connects (highly) correlated time series among pairs of nodes. However, correlation141

measures may have significant problems and can generate spurious values with short-length time series such as the142

ones used here. Additionally, our event-based data have a large number of zero values, with many (over 99%) of143

our grid cells experiencing no registered civil war events over time, which also adversely affects correlation-based144

methods.145

As an alternative, [15] formalized a method that connects chronologically spatio-temporal events that co-occurred146

in a given region. Indeed, spatio-temporal networks of co-occurring events have been relevant tools explored147

in several other domains [e.g., 31–35], although these methods have not (to our knowledge) been applied to148

geospatial civil war analysis. One characteristic of such approaches is their reliance on very fine grained temporal149

disaggregation, with information being recorded at the hour or minute level. event data, however, do not offer such150

a high level of temporal precision because of delayed reports, missing data, or human coding decisions. While,151

there is sufficient level of confidence in reporting to ensure that a given event happened within a given year, month152

or (sometimes) week or day, this results with large number of parallel armed events co-occurring at the same grid153

month, which affects our precision in connecting different civil war impacts.154

To overcome this temporal limitation, we propose a construction method for sparse events building on co-155

occurrence geographical relatedness. Suppose a geographic region or area of interest. We seek to understand the156

graph topological and spatio-temporal properties of some reported events in this area occurring over a specific157

period of time t = {1, 2, ..., T}. In a hypothetical example, let us suppose several events were reported in five158

grid cells (or simply cells), i.e., {a, b, c, d, e}. Further assume that over the next year (t=year2), all the same cells159
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Fig. 1. A scheme of the proposed approach for modeling geospatial sparse events using network-based approaches. In the top panels, we

include events that occurred within the time window corresponding to a hypothetical year. For each event, we consider the maximum distance

of influence dmax. In the network construction process, the grid-cell where the event happens becomes a node. We then connect all the k nodes

located inside this perimeter. The bottom panels report the time window for events occurring during the next hypothetical year, in which events

in cell b did not occur.

excluding cell b again experienced events. This pattern is illustrated in Figure 1. We define dmax as the maximum160

geographical distance for each cell, which defines the perimeter of connection or influence among the cells.161

The network at time t is then specified as G(t) = (V (t), E(t)) composed by the set V (t) with size |V (t)| = n(t)162

nodes and the set E(t) with size |E(t)| = m(t) links or edges. During the construction process, all the affected cells163

present in the spanning window t are mapped as nodes. The linking process considers the neighbor nodes inside the164

perimeter of influence of each cell/node, making a directed connection with its k nearest cells by the widely-used165

k-NN algorithm [29, 36, 37]. For illustration, we show the cells that have been affected by events during t = year1166

in our network representations as k equal to 1 and 3 in the top panels in Figure 1. As this figure illustrates, the167

number of connections can vary by the k parameter, which defines the number of out-connections for any node168

but not the number of in-connections. Additionally, considering its geodesic distance from the other cells, cell e169

remains isolated no matter what value the number of possible linkages k assumes. In this case, the defined radius170

dmax is insufficient for e to become connected to any cell. In contrast, during the next year (t = year2), the value171
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of our k parameter has no impact on the structure of the spatio-temporal network considering geodesic distance172

across cells/nodes, as illustrated in the bottom panel of Figure 1. In this example, even though all the cells except173

b experienced events during t = year2, the constructed networks is the same for both cases of k, and e is isolated174

in both t = year1 and year2.175

We notice that the time dimension is treated implicitly in the snapshot networks. For example, two geographically176

proximate conflict events that occur in different years can belong to different civil war communities due to underlying177

temporal differences. Additionally, neighbor civil war affected cells are connected if they are recorded as co-178

experiencing a civil war event in the same year and with spatial relatedness. We are not considering self-loops,179

i.e., repeated events in the same location, as count-based operationalization. For example, if we have one civil180

war-affected cell, it is represented as a single node with no connections even if it experiences multiple events181

during a given year (although it is important to stress that almost all cell years that experienced civil war register182

between one and five events). On the other hand, events occurring in three different proximate cells are treated183

as three connected nodes. These cases illustrate the problem of not accounting for dependencies over time, in184

addition to spatial dependencies. Accordingly, we account for this issue, incorporating a temporal component into185

our community-based dynamic (temporal) network representation (CoDNet) technique.186

C. Overview of CoDNet187

We construct our temporal snapshot network [38] using local conflict event data over time to identify spatio-temporal188

civil war dimensions in several steps. As mentioned above, in line with past research [11, 19], we focus on state-189

based events, i.e., civil wars involving a rebel group and a recognized state, although the method is applicable190

to other types of sparse events as well. To ensure comparability across units of analysis, we use the year as our191

temporal resolution unit (that is, for year t), while reporting a model in the SI file (Table A2) a model that uses192

monthly quantities for robustness; and the 0.5◦×0.5◦ cell (i.e., about 55km x 55km at the equator) as our geospatial193

resolution unit, in line with past research [20]. The 0.5 degree grid cell (hereon cell i) physically defines our nodes194

in the temporal networks. Each of the temporal snapshots in the CoDNet indicates a period for which conflict195

data were available (1989-2014). Nevertheless, we constrain our civil war indicator samples to the 1992-2012196

period to account for independent variable data availability, covering the entire terrestrial globe (excluding Syria, as197

mentioned above). We then analyze the topological properties of these civil war communities over time, which we198

detect using annual snapshots over the entire period of interest. We detail the applied methodology for discovering199

these spatio-temporal civil war communities across the entire terrestrial globe in Figure 2, and summarize it as200

follows.201

First, let the weighted temporal network of civil war events G be a set of T = 21 (1989-2014) year-snapshots202

G : {G(0), G(1), ..., G(T )}, where each undirected G(t) snapshot is represented by the set V (t) of nodes and the203

set E(t) of edges. The geospatial network for each year is constructed using the corresponding civil war events, in204

addition to the k and dmax parameters, which discussed in Section III-B. As part of the construction process, we205

set the maximum geodesic distance for defining each node’s perimeter as dmax = 500 km, to ensure that distinct206

civil war communities existing over the same period (e.g., the civil war in Algeria and terrorist attacks in Spain)207
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Fig. 2. Methodology of spatiotemporal community detection and matching approach.

are not being attached as the same community. In other words, two events are connected in a G(t) only if any of208

them are a nearest neighbor of the other and their geographical close, with distance lower than 500 km. In terms209
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of the nearest neighbors parameter, we explored the values of K = {3, 7, 11}. For illustration, Figure 2(A) plots210

snapshots that represent the spatial network of civil war events for several randomly-selected years, where k = 3211

and dmax = 500 km. In the SI file (Tables A3–A5), we report relevant maps and robustness model results for212

different values of k as well as for a sample where there are no distance limits.213

We deal with the dynamical aspects of these communities using a temporal snapshot network approach [39, 40].214

Note that different spatial communities are reflected as different shapes in the snapshots, which can split, merge,215

expand, or reduce their area over the years [39]. To correctly match these communities, we apply a simultaneous216

community detection technique [40] by spatially aggregating all temporal snapshot networks. Thereby, we find the217

geographical and temporal communities considering all the snapshot networks simultaneously, in a generated single218

network G(all) =
⋃G

G(t) with G(t) ∈ G, as shown in Figure 2(B). Formally, G(all) = (V (all), E(all)), where219

V (all) = {vi | i ∈ [1, 2, . . . , n] , v
(y)
i 7→ v

(x)
i ∀x, y ∈ [0, . . . , T ] , n = max(n(t))} (1)

E(all) = {wi,j ∗ ei,j |wi,j =

T∑
t=0

e
(t)
i,j , e

(t)
i,j ∈ E

(t) , ei,j ∈
T⋃

t=0

E(t) , e
(t)
i,j , ei,j ∈ [0, 1]} (2)

in which each cell i is represented by the same node vi across time t, i.e., node v(t)i is the same node v(t+x)
i that220

describes cell i. In terms of E(all), we join together all the links and the weight is the number of occurrence of each221

particular link through time. The single network represents the historical footprint of the community over all G(t)
222

years of civil wars. The temporal properties of each community emerge in the network topology on each time-slice223

snapshot, such that even highly-proximate cells that experienced civil war in different periods are treated as distinct224

nodes and can therefore belong to different communities.225

We then employ the multiplex Leiden community detection algorithm [41] in G(all), which produces the set226

C(all) = c
(all)
0 , ..., c

(all)
l , where l is the number of detected communities. Each c(all)

z is the set of nodes related to the227

community z from the different snapshots that belongs to the specific region, i.e.,228

c(all)
z = {vi ∈ V (all) | vi ∈ community z from G(all)} (3)

We selected this algorithm because it scales well and can be run on networks of millions of nodes. The Leiden229

is an optimized extension of the Louvain algorithm [42], which ensures convergence across optimal communities230

locally connected in terms of modularity [41]. Notes that we are using a non-overlapping clustering method, which231

means nodes can only belong to one community.232

At this point, we have created a unique map binding together all the annual civil wars in our data into a single

network, in which we detected a set of coherent community structures corresponding to spatial civil war-afflicted

regions over all our years of interest (Figure 2(B)). To identify the evolution of each community over time, we then
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map the historical civil war communities C(all) into the corresponding regions for each year t snapshots, i.e.,

c(t)z = (V (t)
z , E(t)

z ) (4)

V (t)
z = {vi ∈ V (t) | vi ∈ c(all)

z }, in which n(t)z = |V (t)
z | = |c(t)z | (5)

E(t)
z = {ei,j ∈ E(t) | vi, vj ∈ c(all)

z }, in which m(t)
z = |E(t)

z | (6)

where a isolated sub-network or community c
(t)
z from the G(t) snapshot is composed by the nodes in V (t) that233

belong to the community region c
(all)
z (Figure 2(C)). This results with a temporally discrete network, where the234

temporal unit corresponds to each year observed in the data, and the cross-sectional unit to nodes and communities235

observed during each year.236

D. Three spatio-temporal civil war-network dimensions237

Using the method outlined above, we operationalize three dependent variables corresponding to the distinct traits of238

our civil war event community-based dynamic (temporal) network representation (CoDNet). Each of these variables239

hence captures a different spatio-temporal feature of civil war activity.240

1 Average intensity – operationalized as the average degree between civil war cell-years within a given241

community z during a given year t (c(t)z ). This variable captures the average activity level of a given civil war242

node (cell-year), or the average number of links, within a given community annually – average node degree243

within a community 〈k(t)z 〉 = 2m
(t)
z /n

(t)
z .244

This indicator captures, in effect, how likely a given civil war is to spread over space and time. A different way245

of thinking about this measure is as follows: if one were dropped off randomly in a given cell within a given civil246

war community during year t, what is the average number of cells with active ongoing warfare that exist in one’s247

immediate vicinity. In other words, the average intensity measure tells us how ‘volatile’ a given cell is within a248

given community, even if it did not experience active civil war in year t or not.249

2 Dispersion – operationalized as the number of active cell-month (i.e., that experienced civil war events)250

during each year within a community as identified by CoDNet n(t)z = |c(t)z |.251

In measuring dispersion this way, we capture the immediate geographic spread of civil war events over space and252

time within a new or an ongoing civil war community. The dispersion indicator therefore allows us to measure253

how far a given civil war (community) reaches based on the underlying structure as detected by CoDNet. This254

separates it from other, commonly used indicators of spatial civil war, which measure and distinguish violence255

using qualitative information included in the underlying reports used construct the dataset, and which accordingly256

do not account for hierarchical relations between conflict and potential violence ‘spillovers.’ Instead, researchers257

often ‘allocate’ a particular incident to a broader civil war based on specific qualitative guidelines and reports, an258

approach that can introduce coder and other types of bias. Our dispersion indicator, in contrast, does not rely on259

qualitative definitions; instead it leverages the underlying topological structure and the geographic characteristics260

of each event to identify related civil war over time and space.261

3 Intraconnectivity – operationalized as the number of links between civil war cell-years in each community262

c
(t)
z . i.e., the number of edges in the community m(t)

z .263
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Substantively, this indicator allows us to measure how ‘active’ a civil war-afflicted area is, i.e., how many nearby264

cell-years to i experience civil war simultaneously. Higher intraconnectivity corresponds to civil wars (communities)265

that experience more overall fighting over time and space, and not only in terms of the number of causalities or civil266

war events within particular cell-years. Within such communities, civil war persists over time. Importantly, a civil267

war can involve a small number of events and casualties, and still have a high level of intraconnectivity – the more268

cells that experience civil war during a given year, and the more connected these cells are, which allows fighting to269

move and spread across locations more easily, the higher the intraconnectivity of a given civil war community is.270

Measured as such, these different spatio-temporal civil war-network indicators allow us to consider multiple271

time-varying dimensions of geospatial civil war. Accordingly, in the next section we estimate a set of regression272

models on each of these dependent variables, accounting for a host of potential confounders, and compare these273

effects to the same confounders’ effects on an unmodified (conflict event-count) civil war indicator.274

IV. INTERNAL VALIDATION275

We report a map where all civil war communities were collapsed over the 1989-2014 period for K = 3 therein276

in Figure 3. We report separate figures for different values of K and dmax in the SI file. As Figure 3 illustrates,277

our CoDNET algorithm indeed captures distinct geospatial clusters of civil war that are in line with historical278

record, including – for instance – three distinct historical civil war trends in India (Kashmir, Naxalite rebellion,279

the northeastern secessionist civil wars), the civil wars in Colombia and (in a distinct cluster) Peru, violence in the280

Horn of Africa, and the civil war in Angola [10, 11, 19, 43].281

Fig. 3. Global temporal communities of civil wars encompassing 26 years of data between 1989 and 2014 across the entire globe

To verify that the patterns found within our detected communities are valid, we next focus on a particular world282

region and examine whether our network-based characterization of civil war communities corresponds to – or at283
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least significantly overlaps with – qualitative understandings of different civil war clusters. To this end, we focus284

on South Asia – specifically India (excluding the northeastern territories) and Sri Lanka – considering that these285

two countries are host to several ongoing civil wars. We plot the maps corresponding to the evolution of different286

civil war communities in these regions between 1989 and 2014 in Figure 4(a).287

As the different maps in Figure 4(a) illustrate, CoDNeT identifies three distinct civil war clusters in mainland288

India. The northern cluster (in teal) corresponds to the ongoing civil war in Kashmir, which – as illustrated in these289

plots – has remained relatively persistent over the entire 1989-2014 period [43]. In the center, our spatio-temporal290

network algorithm identified two distinct clusters related to the Maoist Naxalite rebellion, which has began in 1980291

and has intensified over our period of analysis, particularly during the early 2000s. As Figure A3 in the SI file292

illustrates, these two spatio-temporal civil war clusters correspond to the two observed clusters of Naxalite activity293

in the ‘Red Corrider,’ as well as the intensification of civil war therein during the last few years of the first decade294

of the 2000s [44]. Finally, it is also important to highlight that CoDNet does not conflate these civil wars – or295

any ongoing civil wars in the Indian mainland – with nearby distinct civil wars. To this end, the bottom cluster296

(pink) reflects the Sri Lankan civil war, which CoDNet detects as a completely separate community. The civil war297

clusters/communities detected by CoDNet therefore directly related to qualitative expectations regarding these wars,298

illustrating the internal validity of this spatio-temporal network approach.299

Having examined the geographic clustering of our CoDNet based communities, we turn to evaluate variations300

in degree symbol of our three indicators of interest – average intensity, dispersion, and intraconnectivity – over301

time, and compare them to observed event counts from GED in Figure 4(b). Interestingly, these figures illustrate302

just how different operationalizations of spatio-temporal civil war dynamics can be from observed counts. For303

instance, compared with event counts, the average intensity (left column) of Naxalite violence in both clusters of304

the Red Corridor picks up during the late 1990s, when the Naxalites begin their major offensives [44], even though305

the number of these attacks does not peak until several years later. In contrast, dispersion and intraconnectivity306

values (the second and third columns from the left) approximate observed conflict-event counts more closely in307

this case. Examining the civil war in Sri Lanka (third row), all three spatio-temporal indicators exhibit markedly308

different trends from the count based measure, which is illustrative of the advantates of dynamic geospatial network309

modeling, especially considering the relatively small size of the island. Similarly, all three implicit measures illustrate310

a saw-blade-like pattern in violence in Kashmir (bottom row), whereas the event-count measure record only two311

peaks, one in 1998-1999 and another one in 2003-2007. Figure 4(b) therefore illustrates the potential advantages312

of using CoDNet to operationalize spatio-temporal civil war dimensions. We analyze systematically whether this313

could produce new inferences with respect to civil war determinants in the next section.314

V. EXTERNAL VALIDATION315

A. Data, Variables, Methods316

This section illustrates the potentially inaccurate research narratives and over/underestimated inferences that not317

operationalizing the spatially-dependent nature of civil war may induce in the extant research. Here, we specifically318

compare how the effect of some key determinants of civil war varies across our three CoDNet-based indicators,319
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Network-based spatio-temporal characterization of civil war clusters in India and Sri Lanka.

and between these variables and the unprocessed event-count variable. To do so, we employ a global grid-cell320

framework encompassing 21 years of data between 1992 and 2012 across the entire globe, incorporating our three321

CoDNet-based indicators as well as the preprocessed count indicator therein. Note that some of our models evaluate322

effects over a shorter period due to the lack of availability of relevant information on some controls.323

To evaluate how our three network-based projections compare to a non-preprocessed indicator and whether this324

can yield biased theoretical inferences regarding civil war determinants, we deploy key explanatory indicators325

highlighted by past research [e.g., 11, 18, 19, 45]. These indicators operationalize: (i) the local strength of the state326

(AKA ‘state capacity’), often measured using nighttime light emissions [11, 46]; (ii) population density (measured327

at five-year intervals and interpolated using a last-value-carried-over approach); (iii) precipitation; (iv) temperature;328

(v) drought severity; and (vi) political exclusion. These variables were all obtained from the PRIO-Grid dataset329

[20], and are measured at the same cell-year resolution as our civil war indicators. We also include the lag of each330

respective dependent variable to account for civil war dependencies over time. A detailed description of how each331
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of these independent variables was constructed and summary statistics are reported in the SI file.332

To account for any additional confounders at the grid, year, country, and country-year levels, we estimate each333

model three times. All specifications include grid-cell and year fixed effects to ensure we capture only within- as334

opposed to across-grid cell variations, as recommended in econometric research. We also report a model that adds335

fixed effects by country and country × year to all country-level confounders. Accordingly, our models are specified336

in a manner that ensures the cell-year level effects of our key variables of interest are effectively identified [47].337

Considering the wide range on the count (i.e., non-modified) civil war indicators we treat it as continuous, while338

also operationalizing each of our CoDNet-based indicators continuously as the range of each of the three relevant339

dimensions within a given cell-year node. Accordingly, we rely on ordinary least squares (OLS) estimators for340

analysis, which also ensures observations with zero-only values are omitted. For identification, we rely on the341

following three specifications (where subscripts i, t, and s refer to grid cell, year, and country, respectively), which342

are directly in-line with those deployed by past research at conducted similar orders of spatio-temporal resolution343

[e.g., 48]:344

yit = β1hit + β2yit−1 + ωi + φt + εt (7)

yit = β1hit + β2yit−1 + β3lnpit + β4ln rit + β5dit

+ β6cit + β7eit + ωi + φt + εt

(8)

yit = β1hit + β2yit−1 + β3lnpit + β4ln rit + β5dit

+β6cit + β7eit + ωi + φt + ψs + ψs × φt + εt

(9)

In these equations, yit is a vector of denoting the values of each dependent variable in grid cell i for each345

year. hit denotes calibrated nighttime light values, lnpit denotes the (log) size of the population, ln rit is (log)346

precipitation levels, dit is drought severity, cit is temperature, and eit is ethnic exclusion, each measured in grid347

cell i during year t. ωi, φt, and ψs denote fixed effects by grid cell, year, and country, respectively, while ψs × φt348

is the interaction of country and year fixed effects. εit denotes standard errors clustered by grid cell.349

B. Results350

Ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions estimated on each of our four dependent variables are reported in Table351

I. Building on equations 7–9, for each dependent variable, we report three different specifications: (i) a baseline352

model with only state capacity and grid cell and year fixed effects (Baseline in Table I); (ii) a medium specification,353

which adds to the baseline model all other cell-year variables mentioned above (Controls in in Table I); and (iii) a354

country-year specification that adds fixed effects by each country and – separately – country × year interactions, to355

account for all country-level features that are either constant or vary by year (e.g., democratization, GDP, population)356

(CFEs×YFEs in Table I).357
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Table I illustrates the potential inferential inaccuracies that can arise in this context when the underlying spatio-358

temporal dimensions of civil war are ignored. Specifically, the coefficient estimates for Nighttime lightit are negative359

and statistically-significant (to the p < .01 level) in the count-based (i.e., not preprocessed models). This is not360

a surprising finding, and indeed, it supports what several highly-cited studies [e.g., 18, 19] that find that areas361

within countries where the state is weaker and government reach is lower experience more civil war. A substantive362

interpretation of Nighttime lightit’s coefficient suggests that a one unit increase in the (log) level of nighttime light363

emissions is associated with an average reduction of about 0.56-0.83 incidents within a particular cell during a364

given year.365

Moving to the CoDNet-based indicators, however, we find the opposite relationship, namely that the coefficient366

estimates for Nighttime lightit are now positive and statistically significant (to at least the p < .1 level) across all367

but two of our preprocessed spatio-temporal civil war dimension measures. While some studies do suggest that, at368

the local level, civil war arises within areas where the state is stronger [11], this is nevertheless a counterintuitive369

and theoretically-relevant finding. Substantively, Nighttime lightit is now associated with an average increase of370

about 0.02-0.04, 0.83-0.97, and 1.5-1.7 in the degrees of conflict average intensity, dispersion, and intraconnectivity,371

respectively.372

[11] suggest that such a relationship is the result of rebel groups more likely to emerge in areas of state power373

(where local political elites reside) or because groups seek to stage their first attack in locations where it will374

especially hurt the government, namely areas with high economic and political importance, which are also more375

likely to emit nighttime light [46]. By effectively operationalizing these spatial dependencies, we are able to not376

only verify the later body of research’s hypothesis, but also reconcile these divergent results. We show that one377

reason research failed to reach a consensus on this relationship may be because of variations in the spatial dynamics378

of civil wars over time. Importantly, the fact that these divergent results are consistent across our three preprocessed379

dependent variables (although they are not as strong in the Average Intensity models) and across sensitivity analyses380

accounting for temporal and parameter (k and dmax) operationalization choices (Tables A2–A5 in the SI file),381

suggests that this finding is not the result of specification or control choices, but is rather driven by the choice of382

accounting-vs-not-accounting for geospatial civil war dependencies over time.383

Interestingly, Nighttime lightit is not the only variable whose effect’s magnitude and reliability change depending384

on whether one relies on count vs. spatio-temporal geospatial civil war indicators. The coefficient estimates for385

Droughtit, a widely-used indicator in environmental conflict research, vary not only across the preprocessed and non-386

preprocessed dependent variables, but also across our Average intensityit indicator on the one hand, and Dispersionit387

and Intraconnectivityit on the other, although this effect is far less statistically robust than Nighttime lightit’s, and388

hence should be interpreted with caution. Substantively, the effects of drought are most observable in the spatio-389

temporal variables, where the onset of drought raises the degree of Average intensityit and by about 0.02, and390

reduces the degree of Dispersionit and Intraconnectivityit by 0.03–0.03 and 0.03-0.4, respectively.391

This finding does suggest that operationalizing civil war along different spatio-temporal network dimensions can392

help in identifying particular contextualized effects of some determinants on civil war. Overall, Table I thus provides393

strong evidence that taking spatio-temporal civil war trends can improve our understanding of civil war, and help394
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preventing biased inferences. The rest of the coefficient estimates are not robust in terms of sign or signficance,395

and are hence not discussed.396

Additional illustration of the substantive contribution preprocessing geospatial longitudinal event data can make397

in civil war analysis research, and social science research broadly, are reported in Figure A4, SI file. As illustrated in398

this figure, once the data is preprocessed, network degrees along our different implicit civil war variables generally399

exhibit positive covariation (i.e., intensification) with more rainfall and colder temperatures. Again, this can help400

in reconciling some expectations in mainstream research [49] with the findings of other studies that highlights the401

contextualized affect of weather shocks or links research abundance with violence [50, 51].402

To ensure the robustness of our findings from Table I, we also report several robustness models in the SI403

file. Therein, we reestimate the more robust CFEs×YFEs specification from Table I and assess the significance404

and direction of our coefficient of interest therein. These tests, reported in Table A2–A5, include: (i) using cell-405

months instead of cell-years to created our CoDNet-based indicators (Table A2), and (ii) using different distances406

to operationalize dmax and (iii) using different values to operationalize k (Tables A3–A5).407

TABLE I

DETERMINANTS OF GEOSPATIAL CIVIL WAR, 1992-2012

Count Average intensity Dispersion Intraconnectivity

Baseline Controls CFEs×YFEs Baseline Controls CFEs×YFEs Baseline Controls CFEs×YFEs Baseline Controls CFEs×YFEs

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

Nighttime lightit −0.560∗∗ −0.704∗∗ −0.836∗∗ 0.035∗ 0.023 0.018 0.847∗∗ 0.974∗∗ 0.826∗∗ 1.503∗∗ 1.708∗∗ 1.496∗∗

(0.186) (0.231) (0.235) (0.014) (0.017) (0.015) (0.161) (0.201) (0.186) (0.308) (0.384) (0.354)

Populationit1 0.078∗∗ 0.097∗∗ 0.034∗∗ 0.007∗∗ 0.007∗∗ 0.008∗∗ 0.266∗∗ 0.281∗∗ 0.149∗∗ 0.489∗∗ 0.520∗∗ 0.288∗∗

(0.009) (0.012) (0.009) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.017) (0.019) (0.016) (0.032) (0.037) (0.031)

Precipitationit1 0.023∗∗ 0.018∗∗ 0.008∗∗ 0.013∗∗ −0.022† 0.090∗∗ −0.028 0.189∗∗

(0.005) (0.004) (0.001) (0.001) (0.012) (0.012) (0.022) (0.022)

Temperatureit 0.003† 0.005∗∗ 0.002∗∗ 0.001∗∗ −0.012∗∗ −0.004 −0.024∗∗ −0.006

(0.002) (0.002) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.005) (0.005)

Droughtit −0.007 0.007 0.017∗∗ 0.015∗∗ −0.294∗∗ −0.031 −0.425∗∗ −0.030

(0.016) (0.014) (0.004) (0.004) (0.043) (0.036) (0.079) (0.067)

Ethnic exclusionit −0.021 0.006 0.009∗∗ 0.006† −0.200∗∗ −0.017 −0.366∗∗ −0.038

(0.020) (0.023) (0.003) (0.003) (0.027) (0.030) (0.052) (0.057)

DVt−1 0.511∗∗ 0.498∗∗ 0.480∗∗ 0.589∗∗ 0.592∗∗ 0.563∗∗ 0.761∗∗ 0.754∗∗ 0.709∗∗ 0.752∗∗ 0.744∗∗ 0.699∗∗

(0.040) (0.040) (0.042) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Observations 1,306,473 1,040,428 1,040,428 1,306,473 1,040,428 1,040,428 1,306,473 1,040,428 1,040,428 1,306,473 1,040,428 1,040,428

R2 0.484 0.476 0.519 0.918 0.920 0.942 0.870 0.871 0.917 0.863 0.864 0.911

Adjusted R2 0.458 0.449 0.492 0.914 0.916 0.939 0.863 0.864 0.912 0.856 0.857 0.906

† indicates p < .1; * indicates p < .05 ; ** indicates p < .01. 1 Natural log

Variable coefficients are reported with standard errors clustered by grid cell in parentheses. We do not report fixed effects due to space

constraints.
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VI. CONCLUSION408

Network-based methods yielded import insights a range of social phenomena [1, 52], including in political science409

[53, 54], and more specifically, in civil war analysis [22–25]. Yet, especially in the latter, scant attention has been410

given to dynamic geospatial operationalizations. Using a new spatio-temporal network-based tool, we introduced411

a different approach to theorizing and empirically operationalizing civil war, directly incorporating some of its412

geospatial dynamics. Briefly, our results suggest that (i) effectively operationalizing spatio-temporal dimensions413

of civil war using networks, and particularly accounting for their variability over time, is important in improving414

our ability to generate better understandings of civil war; (ii) that a relationship between some determinants of415

civil war, most explicitly state power, and civil war exists at the local level, but (iii) that this effect is arguably416

different than expected in the processed spatio-temporal network-based civil war indicators, which have not been417

analyzed previously; (iv) that hence the reliance on standard casualty- and event-based measures – while useful – is418

unlikely to provide a complete picture of how different local-level features impact armed conflict; and finally (v) that419

taking into account several of civil war’s implicit spatio-temporal network dimensions, rather than focusing on one420

specific feature, can reveal different impacts – and hence different understandings – of the same determinants.421

Methodologically, the results also highlight interesting future paths of research into dynamic and overlapping422

community behaviors and prediction of links and incoming nodes according to diffusion dynamics [55], not only423

in conflict analysis, but in other social-scientific areas.424
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